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Description
If I have a workflow, drag a composite onto canvas, open the composite and tag it, then close the composite, I see the parent
workflow gets the tag. If i delete the tag on the parent, then open the composite again, the tag is also gone on the composite. Fair
enough, this seems ok.
However if I tag a workflow, Save Archive it into my local repo workflows folder, then find and expand this KAR in the component
library gui and drag the workflow out to canvas, the parent does not get the tag. If I open the composite, it's not in there either.
History
#1 - 05/14/2010 04:56 PM - Derik Barseghian
pushing to wrp-modules-2.X.Y as discussed in last call
#2 - 01/14/2011 02:47 PM - Sean Riddle
(In reply to comment #0)
However if I tag a workflow, Save Archive it into my local repo workflows
folder, then find and expand this KAR in the component library gui and drag the
workflow out to canvas, the parent does not get the tag. If I open the
composite, it's not in there either.
This is expected behavior. The tag bar displays all tags on the top-level workflow. The tag is displayed in the original workflow, when it is on the
top-level. When that workflow is instantiated into another as a composite, the tag is now on the composite, not on the top-level workflow, so it is not
displayed in the tag bar. The tag's presence on the composite can be confirmed by selecting the Semantic Annotation Pane from the context menu of
the composite.
#3 - 03/27/2013 02:28 PM - Redmine Admin
Original Bugzilla ID was 4988
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